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AARP1 hereby submits arguments in this Initial Brief solely on the issues relating 

to two riders proposed by Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”)—the Rider SMP 

and the Rider SEA.  AARP also reserves the right to submit  responses to arguments 

made regarding these issues and on other issues in its Reply Brief.  AARP also 

respectfully requests an opportunity to present its arguments on these issues orally 

before the Illinois Commerce Commission at the appropriate future time. 

This brief outlines AARP’s legal and policy objections to single-issue 

mechanisms such as the riders in question, as well as describes specific deficiencies of 

these particular mechanisms that were pointed out by its expert witness Ralph A. Smith.  

This brief also attempts to explain a concern held by AARP on behalf of a significant 

number of its members who are interested only in basic electric service.  The concern is 

that the Rider SMP would be used to force the general body of consumers to subsidize 

                                                
1 AARP is a nonprofit, nonpartisan membership organization that advocates for people who are 

50 years of age and older.  In 1999, the “American Association of Retired Persons” changed its name to 
simply “AARP”, in recognition of the fact that people do not have to be retired to be members.   
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discretionary and non-essential services that may be desired by only a small 

percentage of ComEd customers.  AARP strongly objects to granting extraordinarily 

special ratemaking treatment to ComEd for utility projects that its representatives have 

described as “discretionary” and “unnecessary” for the provision of basic electric 

service. 

 

I. Rider SMP 

ComEd proposes a tariff that would create a line item surcharge which ComEd 

coins “Systems Modernization Projects Rider” or “Rider SMP” for the stated purpose of 

providing a return on and a return of expenditures made for “improvements to the 

Company’s distribution system for the purposes of enhancing service provide by the 

Company to its retail customers”. (ComEd Ex. 12.18, Original Sheet Nos. 626-629).  

Throughout this proceeding, the proposed method of choosing these projects has 

changed; however, the proposal to allow a special, mandatory adjustment to customer’s 

bills outside of a full rate case has remained constant.        

Perhaps the most amazing aspect of proposal is ComEd’s admission that 

extraordinary ratemaking treatment is being requested for projects that are not 

necessary for basic electric service.  ComEd witness Tierney states in rebuttal 

testimony that the SMP Rider is a “creative mechanism for funding discretionary 

projects that have the potential – if justified before the Commission – to create value to 

consumers but which are not ‘necessary’ for the provision of safe, reliable, efficient 

distribution service.”  ComEd Ex. 18.0, p. 16.  ComEd witness Mitchell also admits that 

Rider SMP is intended to fund projects that go “beyond ComEd’s basic service 
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obligation.”  ComEd Ex 1.0, p. 10.   Examples of SMPs that have been mentioned 

during this case have included projects that would provide services available only at the 

request of a customer and projects that could be developed into new competitive 

services, such as Broadband over Power Lines.  AARP contends, as a matter of law 

and as a matter of sound ratemaking policy, that ComEd’s delivery service customers 

should not be forced to subsidize services that exceed basic electric service, much less 

should they be required to contribute to such services through an extraordinary 

mechanism that operates outside of the protections provided by a general rate case 

procedure. 

 

a. Legal Objections 

  Section 9-211 of the Illinois Public Utility Act requires that the determination of 

any rate or charge shall include only investment that is prudently incurred and is used 

and useful in providing service to customers.  220 ILCS 5/0-211.  Section 215 of the Act 

charges the Commission with the task of determining whether a utility’s capacity is in 

“excess of that reasonably necessary to provide adequate and reliable electric service.”  

220 ILCS 5/9-215.  Section 8-401 of the Act requires Illinois public utilities with providing 

service and facilities in a manner that constitutes the “least cost of meeting the utility’s 

service obligations.”  220 ILCS 5/8-401. 

This legal framework for ratemaking would be violated by ComEd’s proposal to 

fund projects and optional services which exceed its basic obligations through a 

mandatory surcharge.   The Rider SMP is fundamentally at odds with Illinois law, 

especially if it were approved as an “empty rider” with particular projects to be 
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determined through a subsequent proceeding.  Such a decision would establish a blank 

check that would be filled in later—outside the full review and protections provided to 

consumers by a general rate case.  The law requires that basic electric delivery rates be 

limited to funding those projects that do not exceed the least cost method of providing 

what is necessary for adequate and reliable electric service.  220 ILCS 5/9-215. 

 

b. Policy Arguments 

The Rider SMP would be bad ratemaking policy for several reasons.  It 

represents an unusual, unnecessary, and one-sided "single issue" ratemaking proposal 

that inappropriately distorts the ratemaking calculus and should therefore be rejected.  

AARP Ex. 1.0 (Smith direct testimony), p. 16.  It would shift the risk of funding 

distribution system improvements away from shareholders and onto ratepayers by 

making ratepayers responsible for all SMP-related revenue requirement equivalent 

amounts occurring between rate cases.  AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 6.   

Of course, if ComEd believes that its costs of financing distribution system capital 

additions are increasing more rapidly than its revenues such that a revenue deficiency 

is being created, then ComEd should simply file for another rate increase.  No 

restrictions, legal or otherwise, currently exist to prevent ComEd from availing itself of 

the right to file subsequent rate cases to address growth in its distribution system rate 

base, or for requesting the inclusion in rate base of specific distribution system projects 

in which Company management has invested.  AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 12.  While ComEd has 

characterized its proposed Rider SMP as being an attempt to address an issue of 

regulatory lag, ComEd has not demonstrated that it has a unique problem with 
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regulatory lag that is substantially different from other regulated public utilities that 

would require such an extraordinary and unusual ratemaking mechanism.  AARP Ex. 

1.0, p. 12. 

The second concern about this rider is the fact that it would remove or reduce 

incentives to prudently control the cost of plant additions.  AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 7.  One of 

the useful functions of regulatory lag is that it places financial responsibility upon the 

utility for fluctuations in costs between rate cases.  Because of the lag between placing 

new plant into service and obtaining rate recognition of such plant, the utility may bear 

the cost of new plant additions temporarily.  AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 7.  This can encourage 

management to emphasize cost control to a higher degree than might be expected if 

cost responsibility for plant additions during the periods between rate cases were shifted 

away from the utility and onto ratepayers.  In evaluating plant additions, the Company 

should conduct a cost-benefit analysis to determine if there is a business case for 

implementing the technologies identified.  If the case is compelling and the project is 

cost-justified, no additional rider or adjustment clause is needed.  If the project is not 

cost-justified or the benefits are too speculative to warrant the commitment of funds, it 

may be prudent to delay or avoid the related capital expenditures.  These incentives 

that are currently in place would essentially be eliminated if Rider SMP were to be 

approved.  AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 8. 

It is true that many electric utilities have rate riders or adjustment clauses to 

address the large and volatile costs associated with fuel and purchased power costs.  

Distribution system capital additions, however, are not similar to fuel or purchased 
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power costs as demonstrated in the following table from AARP witness Smith’s direct 

testimony:   

Fuel and Purchased Power Costs Distribution System Capital Investment  

Fuel and purchased power costs are 
determined by the worldwide energy market 
and by regional energy markets. 

Capital Expenditures are subject to utility 
management control, both as to timing and 
cost control. 

Fuel consumed has no significant impact on 
other operating costs, (assumes fuel grade 
standards remain constant). 

Installed plant may either increase or decrease 
operations and maintenance expenses, 
particularly for repairs, maintenance and 
operating efficiencies. 

Fuel and purchased power expense both 
increases and decreases in consort with 
fluctuating energy markets.  

Revenue requirement (return on and of) 
distribution system capital additions changes 
very slowly, normally only increasing in consort 
with plant replacement and additions. 

AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 8. 

A third concern with the proposed Rider SMP is that it excludes any 

consideration of operating expense reductions enabled by the plant additions.  By 

focusing on only certain isolated components of the revenue requirement formula, and 

ignoring offsetting components, the Rider SMP would unfairly produce rate increases 

without capturing offsetting benefits, such as expense reductions.  AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 9.  

For instance, if ComEd were to implement automatic meter reading technology (i.e., 

AMI) as a Systems Modernization Project, one might expect a corresponding reduction 

in ComEd’s meter reading workforce.   If there was a reduction in payroll and related 

expenses as a result of the workforce reduction, it is only fair that ratepayers should not 

be required to pay for the cost of the project without some recognition of the offsetting 

expense reductions.  However, the proposed Rider SMP would increase rates without 
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that offset; ratepayers would have to wait until the next rate case before any recognition 

of offsetting benefits could be figured into electric rates. 

ComEd’s proposed Rider SMP would also distort test year relationships.  AARP 

Ex. 1.0, pp. 10-11.   In rate of return regulation, it is important to use a test year where 

each element of the revenue requirement is properly matched and coordinated.  While 

absolute precision in ratemaking is not required, basic consistency in the elements of 

the ratemaking formula is essential, such that representative levels of ongoing revenues 

and costs are captured in a balanced way, within a consistently applied test year 

approach.  AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 10.  ComEd’s Rider SMP would distort the relationships 

between the components of the ratemaking formula by focusing on select elements 

which increase the revenue requirement – selected distribution system plant additions 

and depreciation expense and taxes on such additions – without considering other 

components, such as increased revenues and other expense changes (that may 

decrease the revenue requirement) in a balanced manner.  AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 11. 

The Rider SMP would produce additional increases annually in an unbalanced 

manner that considers only one component of the revenue requirement—essentially 

single-issue ratemaking.  The lack of a Rider SMP in the past has apparently not 

deterred ComEd from making the necessary investment to meet its service obligations 

to its customers.  As ComEd stated in the response to data request AG 2.25:  “To date, 

ComEd has not failed to make any investment required to meet its service obligations to 

its customers because of the absence of a mechanism like Rider SMP.”  See AARP Ex. 

1.0, p. 13.  Consequently, it is not appropriate to now set aside this one single issue for 

future recovery, providing what essentially would amount to a guarantee of future return 
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on distribution plant investment.  AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 13.  Moreover, the Rider SMP could 

also remove incentives on the Company to prudently plan construction and manage 

costs and would shift the burden of cost increases between rate cases from 

shareholders onto ratepayers.   

It is also important to remember that the investments for which ComEd is 

requesting special treatment are not essential, core technologies.  These are most likely 

optional or discretionary technologies which would benefit some, but not all, of its 

customers.  The Commission should also keep in mind that there are customers that 

need basic electric service but do not desire any extra “bells and whistles”.  Such 

investments should not be charged to the general body of ratepayers, much less 

receive extraordinary treatment through a surcharge.   

In fact, ComEd admits that it is seeking special treatment for investments that 

would not otherwise be justified based on the utility’s budgetary priorities due to the fact 

that these investments are not essential to basic service.  In response to data requests, 

ComEd acknowledged that its budgetary filters and controls would not normally allow 

these projects to be funded.  In its response to data request AG 2.16(a), ComEd states, 

“Thus, Rider SMP would cause marginal projects, which would not meet ComEd’s 

normal criteria and prioritization filters, to get constructed.  The cost of such projects 

would be fully borne to ratepayers, and ComEd would essentially be guaranteed a full 

return of on such projects.”  AARP Ex. 1.0, pp. 15-16.  The Company’s proposed Rider 

SMP is therefore unbalanced and would remove an important existing constraint on 

marginal distribution system capital investments.  Not only would the Rider SMP fund 

marginally justifiable projects on the backs of all of its ratepayers, it would grant these 
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projects favorable treatment that even essential service investments do not enjoy (i.e., a 

virtually guaranteed return). 

 It will be no comfort to AARP if an “empty” Rider SMP is approved in this case 

with a separate proceeding established to review potential projects for special treatment 

through inclusion in that rider.  As stated above, many AARP members desire only 

basic electric service and will likely resent an unfair ratemaking system that forces the 

payment of extra charges in order to fund services that may benefit a small number of 

customers.  Moreover, as an organization, AARP will find it burdensome to intervene in 

additional proceedings, and to fund legal and consultant participation, in order to 

represent the interests of its members as residential customers.  As for having the 

ability to participate meaningfully in Commission rate proceedings, AARP would much 

prefer to have significant capital improvements continue to addressed in the context of 

general electric rate cases, rather than through a separate rider that may involve annual 

proceedings, each carrying the risk of rate increases for its members within the ComEd 

service territory.  AARP Ex. 2.0, pp. 7-8. 

The record in this case contains no information about mechanisms in other 

jurisdictions which approximate the proposed SMP Rider, other than some general 

references at the evidentiary hearing to SmartGrid initiatives in the state of California.  

Responses to data requests AARP 1.08, AG 2.18 and AG 2.20 stated that neither 

ComEd not any ComEd witnesses have conducted any specific research into any rider 

or any tariffs approved for an electric utility in other jurisdictions to determine any 

similarities to ComEd's proposed Rider SMP.    
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There are, however, other electric utilities that have begun implementing 

SmartGrid projects and other new distribution technologies on an experimental basis 

without seeking advanced regulatory approval for an extraordinary ratemaking 

mechanism.  Xcel Energy has recently announced its plans to implement an advanced, 

smart grid system in Boulder, Colorado.  AARP Ex. 2.1 (Xcel’s March 12, 2008 

Announcement).  Having established a collaborative effort with other firms and 

leveraging other resources including governmental grants, Xcel anticipates funding only 

a portion of the smart grid project itself.  Additionally, as reported recently in the Wall 

Street Journal, Xcel is not seeking permission from regulators to recover its costs in 

advance, but will wait until it has assessed and proven the benefits.  AARP Ex. 2.2.  The 

approach advanced by Xcel, where the utility is assuming the initial risks of installing 

smart grid technology and evaluating whether it is producing benefits, stands in stark 

contrast with ComEd’s approach.  AARP Ex. 2.0, p. 6.  ComEd’s approach, which 

attempts to shift the risks of unproven, but potentially beneficial smart grid technology 

away from its investors and onto its ratepayers, should be rejected.  If ComEd wants to 

be a pioneer in testing smart grid technologies, perhaps it should take an approach 

more like the one that Xcel is using—one that maintains the initial risk with utility 

shareholders and collaborators, and does not shift risk onto ratepayers. 

 

II. Rider SEA 

The other rider which AARP opposes in this case is the proposed Rider SEA 

(“Storm Expenses Adjustment”).  As with the Rider SMP proposal, this mechanism is 
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also a single-issue adjustment that suffers from almost all of the same ratemaking 

deficiencies described in the policy arguments above.  AARP witness Ralph C. Smith 

reiterates the public policy objections in his pre-filed testimony.  AARP Ex. 1.0, pp. 18-

21; AARP Ex. 2.0, pp. 11-17. 

The stated purpose of Rider SEA “is to allow the Company to recover prudent 

operating and maintenance expenses it incurs related to the restoration of electric 

service following widespread interruptions of such service due to storms or storm 

systems.”  ComEd Ex. 12.18, Original Sheet Nos. 623-625.  As proposed by ComEd, 

Rider SEA would produce a Storm Adjustment rate (as a per-kWh charge) on retail 

customers’ bills.  Beginning in 2009, a Storm Adjustment would be determined each 

year by the Company for application extending from the start of the May monthly billing 

period through the following April monthly billing period.  ComEd proposes to submit to 

the ICC “in an informational filing” the Company’s Storm Adjustment “no later than the 

twentieth day of the April preceding such May monthly billing period.”  ComEd Ex. 

12.18, Original Sheet No. 624.   

Currently, ComEd recovers its prudently incurred storm restoration expense 

through base rates.  A normalized annual allowance of prudent storm restoration cost is 

included in operating expenses in determining ComEd’s base rates.  AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 

18.  ComEd has not demonstrated that this current method of addressing the recovery 

of storm restoration expense, i.e., via the allowance of a normalized amount of such 

expense in operating expenses in the setting of base rates, is inadequate.  AARP Ex. 

1.0, p. 18.  Essentially, storm restoration expenses are treated similarly to other 

operating expenses.  ComEd has failed to show why this expense should be granted 
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special single-issue treatment, thus shifting the burden and responsibility for fluctuations 

in storm restoration expenses occurring between rate cases away from shareholders 

and onto ratepayers.  AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 18. 

ComEd’s proposed Rider SEA suffers from the same flaws and concerns 

previously discussed more fully above with respect to the Company’s proposed Rider 

SMP.  It would inappropriately shift responsibility and risk of fluctuation in storm 

restoration costs between rate cases away from shareholders and onto ratepayers.  It 

could remove or reduce incentives to prudently control the cost of storm restoration 

activities.  Storm restoration costs are not similar to fuel costs or generation supply 

costs that are more justified for single-issue treatment. The Rider SEA is a single-issue 

ratemaking and a dollar-for-dollar cost recovery mechanism that could encumber 

ratepayers with additional revenue requirements annually into the future for storm 

restoration costs between rate cases even during periods in which ComEd is otherwise 

earning a fair rate of return.  The Rider SEA distorts test year relationships.  

ComEd originally proposed to audit its own storm expenses for the purpose of 

this rider.  Having the utility “audit” its own costs would be like having the Company 

(rather than an independent agency such as the IRS) “audit” its own tax returns.  AARP 

Ex. 1.0, p. 20.  Even the revised proposal which includes a tighter definition of O&M 

expenses and specific tests for the internal audit provisions is not sufficient to cure the 

fundamental problems with the Rider SEA.  AARP Ex. 2.0, pp. 11-13.  It is also not clear 

from the language in ComEd’s proposed rider whether it would be ComEd's internal 

audit department personnel conducting the review.  AARP Ex. 2.0, pp. 16.  An internal 

audit functions independently of the utility’s accounting and finance departments and of 
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its regulatory affairs staff.  AARP Ex. 2.0, pp. 16.  Independent auditing would be more 

reliable, although this would not cure the problems associated with the single-issue 

nature of this mechanism. 

Although ComEd claims that consumers are treated more fairly with a dollar-by –

dollar tracking mechanism, this is not the case.  While a single-issue exact recovery 

tracking-type rider would ensure that recovery of the tracked expense is limited to actual 

costs, storm restoration expenses should not be singled-out from other O&M expenses 

which also fluctuate between rate cases.  AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 21.  Rider SEA is severely 

flawed and would be harmful to retail customers because it would allow the Company to 

single-out and charge ratepayers for differences in annual storm restoration costs above 

a base amount, even during annual periods when ComEd is otherwise earning a 

reasonable return.  In other words, ComEd’s proposed Rider SEA suffers from one of 

the fundamental flaws of single-issue ratemaking and could thus result in charging 

ComEd’s ratepayers for increased storm restoration costs even during periods in which 

the Company is over-earning.  AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 21. 

AARP disagrees with ComEd witness Williams’ method for the calculating the 

impact of Rider SEA (ComEd Ex. 22.0, pp. 9-10) and believes that method should be 

rejected.  AARP Ex. 2.0, p. 13.  In terms of evaluating whether a special rider is needed 

for storm restoration expenses, AARP agrees with Staff witness Luth and AG/CUB 

witness Brosch has presented a more appropriate method for evaluating the Rider 

SEA—in terms of its relationship to the utility’s total revenue.  AARP Ex. 2.0, p. 12-13.   

Moreover, because ComEd’s storm restoration expenses are not large compared with 

total revenue, this is another way in which this proposal is unlike the situation 
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associated with an electric utility’s fuel and purchased power costs. AARP Ex. 2.0, p. 

13.  Consequently, a special rider for between rate case fluctuations in storm restoration 

expenses is unnecessary. 

ComEd claims that annual prudence reviews of the reasonableness of its storm 

expenses should alleviate concerns regarding reducing the incentives on the company 

to control the costs of storm restoration activities.  AARP disagrees.  An after-the-fact 

prudence/reasonableness review, while being necessary if a Rider SEA is to be 

adopted, does not provide the same incentive on utility management as having 

shareholders be responsible for cost fluctuations between rate cases. AARP Ex. 2.0, p. 

14.  An illustrative analogy to explain the difference in incentives to control costs would 

be to compare: (1) getting a monthly allowance and then paying for expenses out of 

your own pocket, versus (2) paying for an expense, submitting it on a form and then 

getting reimbursed for it, dollar for dollar. AARP Ex. 2.0, p. 14.  For an economically 

driven decision-maker, there is more incentive to carefully seek out and evaluate least-

cost alternatives under situation (1) than would exist under situation (2).  Moreover, this 

difference in the incentive to diligently seek the least-cost alternative would exist even if 

the reimbursement form under (2) was subject to a prudence review. AARP Ex. 2.0, p. 

14.  Currently, ComEd is responsible for annual fluctuations in storm restoration 

expenses that occur between rate cases. Rider SEA would make ratepayers 

responsible for the annual fluctuations in storm restoration expense recorded in Account 

593. Consequently, even with an annual review, the incentives to control storm 

restoration costs that are currently in place would be lessened by Rider SEA. 
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 As explained above with regard to the Rider SMP, AARP would find it 

burdensome to have to protect the interests of its residential ratepayer members in 

numerous annual prudence review cases, as opposed to occasional general rate cases.  

The resources of AARP and other small intervenors will constrain their abilities to 

meaningfully participate in such reviews. 

 

III.  Corresponding ROE Reduction for Lessened Risk 

 If, against all of the consumer parties’ legal and public policy objections in this 

case, the Commission decides to nonetheless consider some version of ComEd’s 

proposed Rider SMP or of its proposed Rider SEA, then the adoption of these 

mechanisms should be accompanied with a corresponding reduction to the authorized 

return on equity, as recommended by IIEC witness Michael Gorman and by AG/CUB 

witness Michael Brosch.  See concurrence at AARP Ex. 2.0, pp. 17-18.  As a utility 

recovers more and more of its investments and annual expense fluctuations through 

special single-issue rate riders, risk is shifted away from shareholders and onto 

ratepayers.  Therefore, a reduction in risk to shareholders should be recognized by a 

downward adjustment in the return on equity the Commission would have otherwise 

approved for ComEd.  However, rather than attempting to calculate the appropriate 

downward adjustment for ComEd’s lessened risk, AARP believes that it would be far 

preferable for the Commission to simply reject these two riders. 
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IV. Conclusion 

 Both the Rider SMP and the Rider SEA would be extraordinarily bad public 

policy.  Furthermore, the Commission lacks sufficient legal authority under the Illinois 

Public Utility Act to approve the Rider SMP in that it would require ratepayers to pay an 

extraordinary surcharge for services that are discretionary and in excess of what is 

reasonably necessary to provide adequate and reliable electric service.  

 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 
 
 
    /s/ John B. Coffman 
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      Ph: (573) 424-6779 
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